July 4th, 2022 Santa Fe Plaza speech by Stephen Fox

Dr. Judy Mikovits writing partner is Dr. Francis Ruscetti. In 2013 his IL-2 manuscript was
recognized by the American Association of Immunologists as the second most important paper
published in their Journal in the past 100 years. Secondly, his HTLV-1 manuscript was cited as
one of the 30 most important papers in the 100 years of the publication of proceedings of the
National Academy of Science.
Last year Dr. Ruscetti wrote that "corporate America is killing democracy. Think about how
different our world is now from 1970 .. Every aspect of our lives is controlled by the
monopolization of corporate America which makes it easier for people to control and
undermine our freedoms. Banks are too big to fail which is socialism for the rich. This has
allowed corruption on a worldwide scale. This has led to our increasingly concentrated and
corrupt medical system, which is literally killing us, led by the Food and Drug Administration,
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Environmental Protection Agency, National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious diseases (whose director Anthony Fauci was indicted for
genocide last year) and the Department of Health and Human Services."
Stephen Fox: Two hundred and forty six years after the Declaration of Independence the
largest international problem as I see it is the glaring indifference of the USA press to the Hague
lower court indictment of Dec 6, 2021 of 16 genocidists, some Brits, some Americans, some
French, one German-Swiss and one Ethiopian, which ought to be enough to shut down Pfizer
and Moderna permanently, especially after ,my 800 plus phone calls to the US Senate Judiciary
Committee! I implored them to not let FDA approve Pfizer and Mode/RNA of Cambridge,
Massachusetts being given approval to do the chromosomal implosion chemjab to USA's 6
months to 5 year olds.
So few seem to be looking out for those children or caring for them, and those who do care
seem incapable of the necessary massive corrective protective action.
Why worry about the demise of Roe versus Wade? The "herd immunity", cattle call has led one
hundred plus million American women to voluntarily (or out of fear?) line up for their sterilizing
chemjab full of mercury, antifreeze, formaldehyde, polysorbate 80, and dozens of other
chemicals approved by the USA Food and Drug Administration, which really ought to be
renamed the Fraud and Death Administration, or the Fatal Drugs Allowed Administration.
The few who really care and can really see the reasons not to destroy the next generation of
USA's children are called "conspiracy theorists," crackpots,", and "alarmists" and thus are not
allowed to express their salvaging perceptions on main stream editorial pages, or on the radio
news, talk radio, or community forums.
Why should moving forward with the Hague indictments of the 16 Plandemic genocidists have

to wait for the editorial boards of USA's news venues like the LA Times, New York Times,
Washington Post, and USA Today to try to begin to catch up and perhaps comprehend what
occurs when the leaders themselves have been misled?
Maybe World War Three, this insidious War of Attrition, with Bill Gates' 2015 announced goal
"reducing the world's population by 10 or 15%, if we do a good job with vaccines," as he said in
the 2015 TED talks, still viewable on You-Tube - --- maybe the top heads of state genocidists
have yet not decided that one or two billion people are just not enough to eliminate.
It has been almost 80 years since World War-2 ended followed by the Nuremburg trials and the
1948 Rome convention to stop genocides.
All of that was invoked most eloquently in the 46 page indictment in the Hague's lower court .
When the prosecutor, Karim Kahn, a brave British born Pakistani accepted the indictment filed
by Hannah Rose, a British lawyer, and former vice president of Pfizer, Michael Yeadon, who
resigned from Pfizer 16 months ago.
Only two USA newspapers, particularly the Desert Review of Brawley California plus a few web
sites, like USA's Organic Consumers Association, reported on that. What an amazingly pathetic
minimal journalistic and media response in the USA, the nation that entered World War-2
partially to stop Nazi Germany's destruction of 6 million European Jews.
Six million Jews is less than 1% of the 600 to 900 million human deaths from all religions that
Bill Gates advocated for 2015! A little over two years ago it became clear to me that the
International Court of Justice in the Hague was just not going to do anything right away in
response to my request that hey issue an injunction to Bill Gates to stop his billionaire billion
people genocide in hundreds of nations, so I called the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation in
Seattle and delivered on the phone my own personal Injunctive Order to stop all his chemical
chemjabs in all Jurisdictions. The response came very quickly - both Bill and Melinda
announced the next day that the rich nations had "nothing to worry about" and it was just the
poor nations that should worry about their Plandemic death toll. Then, shortly thereafter both
Gates stopped talking like that, probably due to one of their intrepid lawyers, advising them that
such genocidal warnings and proclamations would eventually be an integral small but vital part
of their prosecution for genocide.
A little more than a year later, Melinda divorced W. H. Gates, III, as even she could recognize
that his path, the genocidal path he had been on for decades, is sometimes called the Road to
Perdition.
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